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		 . This figure summarizes the design of our system to
construct a parser front-end for ISO C++. The  "!$#%#& subsystem is re-
sponsible for initiating and directing symbol table construction and name lookup
by marshaling information about the name in a '()!+*,".-/!10"! object and directing
the search for a corresponding '23)!45!$.671+8:970 in the ;<>=?63@A3=6 ! subsystem.
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Table 1. q / 0rcs"  :Mt"r:Muwvx1zy 	 |{&xx}16~ . This table summarizes the analysis
carried out on the relevant sections of clause three of the C++ Standard in order
to decide on the nature of the attributes required for name lookup. In each case
we specify the provider of the information as either the @  !10345!""8  (TD) or the 0+8 !018$01?!. (CM), and also the location of the information as either in a '()!+*,$
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lookupQualifiedName(String,OccurSpecifier, Scope) : NameDeclaration
lookupArgDependent(NameDeclaration, List<NameDeclaration>) : NameDeclaration
lookupMemberName(String,OccurSpecifier,NameDeclaration) : NameDeclaration






with symbol table data
−− Decorates identifiers
−− Provides a unified interface to the name lookup process

















Figure 2.  { 1 + |r y   x%	 x	   x1   s+	 . This figure illustrates the
relationships between the classes in the ?3  "!"#&#&3 subsystem. The activity
of the system is driven by the C.#&!. , which interacts with the ; 00!. via the @ 0
!10345!""8  , and with the 
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Figure 3. q Wr  r   r 	%	 vx1 	  xx}16~ . This figure illustrates the sequence of
high-level actions that take place during name lookup. The role of the (8:970.1""!
has been omitted here for clarity.
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−− for parameters in
function prototypes
Section 14.3
−− for template 
paremters
contains
+ lookup(n:NameOccurrence) : list<NameDeclaration>














Figure 4.  { 1   r 	%	 vx1     x~   8r % '  . Each ;" ?! object contains a
list of '( !.45!".6 .+8:970 instances, along with name lookup functionality. The ;$ ?!
class has six subclasses, as detailed in the referenced sections of the ISO standard.
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[ n.specifiedAs = #namespace ]
else
else
[ found symbol s ]




Figure 5. q cr  r/  r 	%	 vx1  	   xx}1~ r y  { 1   x~  . This is a description
of the 6 .- method, which is specific to each of the six subclasses of the ;$ ?!
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ContextManager curr : Scope
B : NameDeclaration
:ClassScope
and detects member access









{ found B }
delete()
lookup(n)
{ found B }
collate()
name = "E"
Figure 6.   Mt"$y    r 	%	 vx1 G	   xx}1~]r y  	 . This gives a detailed de-
scription of the interaction between the objects involved in the lookup for the qual-
ifier

, based on an example in section 3.4.5/4 of the ISO standard.
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